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Star of the Month 

 
What makes our Star of the Month for 
September both special and uncommon is its 
rose gold case, superb overall condition and 
pristine dial.  Case 14393 was one of the last 
models of the first Omega Constellation design 
phase, while at the same time being one of the 
first cases to house the famous Omega calibre 
561. 
 
The watch was recently acquired by collector 
RobertD from delightfully quaint premises in the 
heart of Amsterdam that house ‘Amsterdam 
Vintage Watches by Lijfering & Ros’                    
( http://www.amsterdamvintagewatches.com ) 
 
There’s nothing quaint about the styling of this 
watch however. With protruding lyre-shaped 
lugs and middle case plumping out from a 
larger chamfered bezel, this piece makes a bold 
statement and is not dissimilar to 28xx series of 
cases. 
 
Notice the crispness of the case lines in the 
picture opposite. The lugs maintain their sharp 
edge as does the bezel rim before it falls away 
in a deep bevel, while the rose gold crown also 
retains its definition. For those who may wonder 
what the term ‘museum quality’ means, you 
need look no further than this piece for an 
explanation. 
 
The case was manufactured by Antoine 
Gerlache SA, a Geneva-based case maker 
much favoured by Omega for precious metal 
cases. The key stamp with the number 4 is a 
mark registered with the USH (Swiss Case 
Makers Union) and is the means by which this 
case maker is identified.  
 
The case is also stamped with the correct 
Helvetia mark which has an assay office code 
just below the Helvetia bust. Below it is the 
mark ‘61’ indicating manufacture in 1961, 
followed by the case number and the number 4.  
The number 4 is the alternate case number 
(e.g. 14394) for the deluxe version which has a 
solid gold dial. The mark SC denotes a centre 
seconds sweep (secondes centre). 
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During the transition from the first to second design phase, some dials featured a shortened version of the 
customary upper case script that is positioned below the Omega symbol. You will notice the absence of 
“Officially Certified”, and this often causes some to question the authenticity of such dials. However, this dial 
style was simply a design variation during the late 1950s – early 1960s and it is easy to dismiss any 
suggestions of re-finishing because close inspection of the chapter ring, upper case lettering and 
Constellation script indicates that the dial is a factory original.  The baguette markers inlaid with black onyx 
are a Gerard Genta design first seen on calibre 504 models and are complimented by a thin painted black 
insert on the dauphine hands.  
 
The silvered dial is ‘two-tone’ with a fine grain finish on the pie-pan facets framing a ‘sun-brushed’ dial plane. 
The combination of silvered dial and red gold case, hands and markers creates a stunning contrast. 
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There are only minor signs of age in this 1961 manufactured movement. The regulator and black polished 
steel parts of the watch are free from corrosion, the screws and case clamps are in excellent condition and 
only faint marks on the copper/beryllium plating of the movement indicate a very well preserved piece. 
 
I have waxed lyrical on the functional and cosmetic finish of the mid-500 series of calibres elsewhere, but 
spend a moment to examine the aesthetics of this movement. The finish on this watch is sublime. Observe 
the utmost subtlety of the cosmetic finish and compare it to the gaudy and over-decorated movements 
powering some of the higher end brands today.  
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The observatory medallion is very sharp 
and shows no signs of wear.  This is an 
important check to make if purchasing a 
solid gold watch. Worn medallions are 
usually accompanied by noticeable wear 
on other parts of the case, such as the 
lugs and bezel. 
 
Summary 
 
Often collectors are torn between 
collecting quantity over quality and will 
spread their discretionary, and probably 
some indiscretionary, spending over the 
acquisition of a range of Constellation 
examples.  If money is no object, of 
course one can collect the highest quality 
in significant numbers, but for most that is 
a dream realised only with the convenient 
passing of a rich relative or a win in the 
lotteries. 
 
This Star of the Month reinforces the 
wisdom of collecting quality over quantity.  
Rather than having a half a dozen 
middling examples of the Omega 
Constellation family, it is better to have 
one museum quality piece that will not 
only give the greatest of pleasure on the 
wrist, but also appreciate significantly in 
value over time. 
 
Thanks Robert for sharing your pride and 
joy.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


